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WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO GOALS 2000?
Were rumors of its death highly exaggerated?

Until 1965 the federal government had little to do with public
education; local control was truly implemented all across this
nation.  Of course there were inconsistencies and lapses, but
on the whole, students got a reasonably good education,
judging from writings from those times as well as tests and
reading material.  All one has to do is read some of the letters
and documents from the founding fathers to know that they
were not illiterate; quite the contrary, they were very well-
versed in communication skills as well as those things we
consider to be the “3 R’s.”  In 1965, the picture changed with
the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
in which the first major federal encroachment on education
occurred.  In 1993 the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) was put into place.  In 1994, Goals 2000, the
bill that provided the framework for all federal education
funding was made into law.  This bill provided “carrots” for the
state if they restructured their education programs to match the
federal structure.  The 1994 ESEA re-authorization HR6
provided a requirement that states restructure their education
structure in compliance with Goals 2000 and School-to-Work.
All federal Title I money would be removed if the state was
found not compliant with the provisions of the federal
legislation.  State content and performance standards must be
consistent with the National Goals and local curricula and
assessments must align themselves with those standards.
(Title III, Section 306(c))  Title I, Part A, subpart 1, Sec. 1111(b)
(2) (A) states that “each state plan shall demonstrate adequate
yearly progress of any school and any local school district that
receive funds under this part.”
 “No Child Left Behind”, HR1, the recently passed federal
education bill, purports to having repealed Goals 2000.
However, as one of the presenters recently at the Educational
Policy Conference I recently attended stated, repealing Goals
2000 is rather like leaving the booster rocket behind after the
space ship is already in orbit.
 “No Child Left Behind”, HR1, the most recent authorization of
ESEA, provides that a penalty is given to states that do not fully
comply with implementing the 1994 HR6 plans.  HR6 requires
compliance with Goals 2000 and with school-to-work.  Grant
money will be made available to states to develop the federally
approved education plan and any state wishing to receive that
Title I money must have a federally approved education plan in
place.  Up to now, the assurances have been that participation
in these programs is strictly voluntary; however, federal money
will be withdrawn from states that do not comply.  The plan
must have content and achievement, which translates into
performance to be measured by the NAEP federal test.  Local
school districts and the state are accountable to the federal
government.

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
This test is commonly described as a national achievement test
but will now be used as a tool for the federal government to
entice schools into following a national curriculum.
Assessment standards and performance assessments are the
“stick” for enforcing a standardized national curriculum. The
assessments are the “measure” by which schools will be
judged.  Teachers teach what they believe will be on the test,
especially if they know their school could lose its accreditation
or funding if students did not do well.  Therefore curriculum will
be adjusted to coincide with the national test.  In 1996 a
student’s mother accidentally got a copy of the NAEP test.  (It
is now illegal to have a copy.)  Some of the questions on the
test that she found troubling:

• Four questions that are an exercise in diversity training
where white settlers are described as being in pursuit
of the “yellow metal that they worship and that makes
them crazy,” and who “show little respect for other
people’s needs,” and who “created a barren
land…(where) you shall starve.”

• A written composition question which probes the
political views of our students by instructing them to
write a letter to their US senator in which they are
required to identify which government programs they
want their senator to support financially.

• Three questions which measure the student’s adoption
of the values of radical environmentalism.

According to some, the NAEP is measuring the goals,
attitudes, beliefs and values of the students.  It is also
measuring how successfully the children have integrated
certain values, etc. that are coming down to the states from the
federal government. – politically-correct views on gender,
environmentalism, etc.  This particular NAEP test contained
204 questions: only 38 questions measured academic
achievement while 81 percent measure demographics,
attitudes, beliefs and behavior of the students.
Ralph Tyler the developer of the test described his educational
philosophy as:

“The real purpose of education is not to have the
instructor perform certain activities but to bring about
significant changes in the student’s patterns of
behavior.”
[Maple River Education Coalition, St Paul MN]

Something to ponder:  Kansas takes about 5.9% from the
federal government in grants and funding.  The rest comes
from your tax dollars.  Kansas spends approximately 67
cents of every dollar collected on education.  The federal
government requires that the states do everything they
say in order to “qualify” for 5.9% of our funding.  If I were a
businessman and someone offered to invest 5.9% in my
business, would I let them dictate to me the policies and
regulations of my company?  Think about it.
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